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Software Vulnerabilities

• Most software products suffer from vulnerabilities 

• Developers have little incentive to invest more into 
security 
• developers are usually not held liable for incidents


• investing into security increases costs and may impact time-to-
market or create backwards compatibility issues


• customers rarely reward security immediately


• However, vulnerabilities in widely used software pose a 
severe risk



What can users do?

• Major technology companies may invest into key 
software products 
• e.g., Google and Samsung vulnerability reward programs


• cover only a small set of products, which are critical for their own 
operations


• cannot fully address the security risks related to the diverse 
landscape of widely used software products 


• What about companies lacking the resources and/or 
expertise to effectively invest into security?



Cyber-Insurance

• A company may buy cyber-insurance to transfer its risk 
to an insurance provider 
• i.e., trading variable losses for a fixed premium 


• Supply side of cyber-insurance: insurance provider 
• receives fixed premiums in exchange for variable claims


• amount of claims to be paid is variable → provider’s risk


• How can an insurance provider account for this risk?  
 

Diversification: if the provider’s portfolio is large enough, 
then the amount of claims to be paid is almost always 
close to its expected value



Insurance Claim Distributions
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Diversifiable and Non-Diversifiable Risks

• caused by individual 
vulnerabilities (e.g., 
misconfiguration)  

• diminishes as the size of the 
portfolio increases 
 

• results in predictable 
insurance claims

• caused (in part) by 
vulnerabilities in widely used 
software products 

• does not diminish with the 
size of the portfolio  
 

• can cause significant 
fluctuations in the arrival of 
insurance claims

Diversifiable risk Non-diversifiable risk

• both provide an incentive for companies to purchase insurance



Possible Approaches for Insurance Providers

• Incentivizing customers to invest in security 
• for example, by offering premium reductions for investing in security


• currently dominant practice


• typical security investments, such as purchasing security products and 
hiring auditors, decrease diversifiable risks without decreasing non-
diversifiable risks


• Investing in software security 
• for example, by financing vulnerability reward programs for popular 

software products used by their customers


• decreases non-diversifiable risks


Can investing in software security be a viable approach?



Model

• Cyber-insurance model incorporating software vulnerabilities and 
security investments 

• Elements: 
• monopolist insurance provider 
• companies that purchase insurance from the provider

• software products that are used by the companies

Insurance 
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Software 
products Companies

riskssecurity  
investments

insurance 
premiums

claim returns



Model: Vulnerabilities and Risks

• Software products 

• Vi : vulnerability level of software i

• di : insurance provider’s security investment in software i

• BVi : base vulnerability

• γi : efficiency of investment


• Companies 

• Rj : incident probability for company j

• IRj : individual risk of company j
• Sj : set of software used by company j



Model: Demand-Side of Insurance

• Companies are risk-averse 
• utility for a given amount of wealth w is given by a Constant Relative 

Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility function:


• Baseline utility (without insurance) of company j: 

• Wj : initial wealth

• Lj : loss in case of an incident


• Insured utility of company j: 

• pj : premium paid by company j

from these, we can 
compute the insurance 

premiums for a 
monopolist provider



Model: Supply-Side of Insurance

• Insurance provider’s income:  

• Probability of ruin:  
• probability that the total amount of losses TL (i.e., total amount of claims 

to be paid) exceeds the provider’s safety capital S

• we assume that the maximal probability of ruin ε is exogenous


• Insurance provider’s expenditure: 

• E[TL] : expected total amount of losses

• di : security investments

• A : administrative costs

• I : interest rate

• S : minimal safety capital to keep the probability of ruin below ε 

Wj � pj � eRj ln(Wj�Lj)+(1�Rj) ln(Wj) (7)

pj  Wj � eRj ln(Wj�Lj)+(1�Rj) ln(Wj) . (8)

In our model, we assume that all companies purchase insurance from the provider,
who chooses the maximum premiums such that purchasing insurance is the op-
timal choice for the companies.

3.4 Supply-Side Model

Next, we discuss the final piece in our model, the supply-side of insurance. We as-
sume a monopolist insurance provider who maximizes its expected profit, where
profit is defined as the di↵erence between income and expenditure. Besides max-
imizing its profit, the insurance provider is also risk-averse in the sense that it
keeps the probability of ruin below a certain threshold by setting aside a safety
capital, which we will discuss shortly.

First, the insurance provider’s income is the sum of all the premiums paid
by the companies, that is,

Income =
X

j

pj . (9)

Since the provider is assumed to be a monopolist, it can ask for the maximal
premium (see Equation 8); hence, we can compute the income as

Income =
X

j

Wj � eRj ln(Wj�Lj)+(1�Rj) ln(Wj) . (10)

We assume that insurance premiums are flexible in the sense that the premium
values pj are a↵ected by the provider’s investments di: higher investment values
di lead to lower vulnerability values Vi, which in turn lead to lower risk levels
Rj and lower premiums pj . The flexibility of premiums poses challenges to the
provider, which we will discuss in Section 5.3.

Second, the insurance provider’s expected expenditure is

Expenditure = E[TL] +
X

i

di +A+ I · S , (11)

where

– E[TL] is the expected total amount of claims (i.e., the sum of the losses
su↵ered by the companies),

–
P

i di is the total amount of investments into software security,
– A is the sum of all administrative costs,
– I is the interest rate,
– and S is the safety capital required to keep the probability of ruin below a

given probability ".
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Analysis

• Computational complexity of our model 
• hidden complexity from computing the claim distributions


• Provider strategies for investing in security 

• Numerical results for evaluating our model and 
investment strategies



Computational Complexity

• consequently, it is hard to determine the minimal safety capital and, 
thus, compute the insurer’s profit for a given set of investment values

Theorem 1. Given a safety capital S and a threshold probability of ruin ε, 
determining whether the probability of the total amount of losses TL 
exceeding S + E[TL] is greater than or equal to ε is NP-hard. 

Theorem 2. Let TL1, TL2, ..., TLK be K independent random variables 
having the same distribution as TL, and let     be the (1 − ε)K-th smallest of 
these random variables. Then, 

• in other words, we can approximate the minimal safety capital using 
random sampling



Finding Optimal Security Investments

• Investment strategy: given aggregate investment amount           , 
divide this amount among the software products  

• Uniform strategy: divide evenly among the software products 

• Most-used strategy: invest into the software product used by 
the most companies 

• Proportional strategy: invest into each software product 
proportionally to the number of companies using it  

• Greedy strategy: distribute amount in multiple steps, in each 
step investing into a software product so that the increase in profit 
is maximal



Numerical Results

• We instantiated our model with exemplary values to illustrate the relative 
effect of the investment strategies  

• We generated 15 software products with 
• base vulnerability BVi randomly drawn from [0.09, 0.11] 


• investment efficiency γi randomly drawn from [0.9, 1.1] 


• We generated 1500 companies with 
• individual risk IRj randomly drawn from [0.4, 0.6]


• base wealth Wj randomly drawn from [10, 20]


• potential loss Lj randomly drawn from [0.25Wj, 0.75Wj]


• For each company, we choose 3 software products using popularity-
based preferential-attachment 



Insurance Claim Distribution without Investments

• blue line: expected value


• red line: 99.9% quantile



Claim Distribution with Uniform Investments

• di = 7.5 for every software i
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Fig. 1: Probability distribution of the total amount of losses with and without
investments. The dotted blue lines mark the expected values, while the dashed
red lines mark the 99.9% quantiles QTL(0.999) of the distributions.

5.3 Security Investment Strategies

Now, we compare the various investment strategies that we have introduced in
Section 4.3. For each investment strategy, we compute the insurance provider’s
income (see Equation (10)), expenditure (see Equation (11)), and profit for ag-
gregate investment amounts D =

P
i di ranging from 0 to 200. In each case,

we divide the aggregate investment amount D among the software products ac-
cording to the investment strategy (e.g., with uniform strategy, we let di =

D
N ),

and approximate the resulting expenditure value using 500 000 simulations of
the risk-model outcome.

Recall from Section 3.4 that insurance premiums are flexible, that is, the pre-
mium values take into account the reductions in risk levels due to the provider’s
security investments. Consequently, as we increase the value of security invest-
ments, we will see a decrease not only in the provider’s expenditure, but also in
its income due to the decreasing premium values. If we assumed fixed premiums,
that is, if the premium values were determined by the base vulnerability levels,
then the provider’s profit would be strictly higher. Hence, by assuming flexible
premiums, we study the conservative scenario, where investments are less bene-
ficial for the insurer (or where the benefits of the security investments are shared
between the insurer and the insured companies).

First, Figure 2a shows the provider’s income, expenditure, and profit for
the uniform investment strategy. We observe that, as expected, the provider’s
expenditure drops sharply at first as we increase the investments, due to the rapid
decrease in the non-diversifiable risks caused by software vulnerabilities and,
hence, in the necessary safety capital. However, once the aggregate investment
amount reaches around 110, further investments cannot significantly decrease



Investment Strategies: Uniform and Most-Used
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(a) uniform investment strategy
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(b) most-used investment strategy

Fig. 2: Income (green), expenditure (red), and profit (blue) of the uniform and
the most-used investment strategies for various aggregate security investments.
Please note that the scale of the vertical axis for the most-used strategy di↵ers
from that for the other strategies.

the necessary safety capital; hence, the expenditure starts increasing due to the
increasing cost of investments. The provider’s income also drops sharply at first
as we increase the investments, due to the rapid decrease in risk levels and,
hence, in premium values. Even though the income decreases monotonically for
all investment values, once the aggregate investment reaches around 70, the
decrease becomes negligible.

On the other hand, the insurance provider’s profit is a highly irregular func-
tion of the aggregate investment amount, with many local maxima. These ir-
regularities are caused by the combined e↵ects of decreases in expenditure and
income, which make finding the optimal investment amount non-trivial. In this
example, the maximum profit for the uniform investment strategy is 962, and
the maximizing aggregate investment is 107.5. Note that this is substantially
better than the case of zero investments, where the profit is only 810.

Second, Figure 2b shows the provider’s income, expenditure, and profit for
the most-used investment strategy. Similarly to what we observed for the uniform
strategy, we see that the provider’s expenditure and income drop sharply at first
as we increase the investment, while the profit increases rapidly. However, the
profit quickly reaches its maximum value 840 at the investment value 5; and after
this point, it decreases monotonically. The explanation for this is the following:
securing the most used software eliminates the non-diversifiable risk caused by
it, which has a substantial impact due to the large number of companies that are
a↵ected; however, once this software product is secure, any further investments
will only increase the insurance provider’s investment costs without eliminating
the non-diversifiable risks caused by the other software. Compared to the other
investment strategies, the most used strategy is clearly inferior.

Third, Figure 3a shows the provider’s income, expenditure, and profit for the
proportional investment strategy. Again, we see that the income and expenditure

Uniform Most-used

• green line: income

• red line: expenditure

• blue line: profit



Investment Strategies: Proportional and Greedy
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(a) proportional investment strategy
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(b) greedy investment strategy

Fig. 3: Income (green), expenditure (red), and profit (blue) of the proportional
and the greedy investment strategies for various aggregate security investments.

take a sharp drop at first, after which the income decreases slowly but monoton-
ically, while the expenditure starts increasing after reaching its minimum at the
aggregate investment 90. However, the profit is a surprisingly smooth function
of the investment: it is approximately concave with only a few local maxima,
none of which deviate from the general trend substantially.3 For this strategy,
the maximum profit is 967 and the maximizing investment value is 77.5, which
means that this strategy is slightly better than the uniform strategy, but the
di↵erence is not significant.

Fourth, Figure 3b shows the provider’s income, expenditure, and profit for
the greedy investment strategy with increment size � = 2. We see that the
income, expenditure, and profit functions are all very similar to the ones plotted
for the proportional strategy. However, both the maximal profit value 972 and
the maximizing investment value 96 are greater than those of the proportional
strategy, which shows that this strategy is superior. Furthermore, compared to
not investing in security, the maximum profit of the greedy strategy is 20%
higher.

Finally, Figure 4 compares the proportional (solid line), uniform (dashed
line), most-used (dotted line) and greedy (red line) investment strategies for
various aggregate investment amounts. This comparison shows how the greedy
strategy outperforms the other strategies: For lower investment amounts, where
the proportional strategy is optimal (among the considered strategies), the profit
of the greedy strategy is almost indistinguishable from that of the proportional
strategy. After the proportional strategy reaches its maximum at 77.5, the greedy
strategy keeps increasing, until it reaches its maximum at 96. Then, the profit
of the greedy strategy decreases until it reaches the maximum of the uniform
strategy at 96, after which the profits of the uniform and greedy strategies are
almost indistinguishable.

3 Note that these deviations do not diminish as we increase the number of iterations.

• green line: income

• red line: expenditure

• blue line: profit



Comparison of Investment Strategies

• red line:  greedy

• solid line:  proportional

• dashed line:  uniform 

• dotted line:  most-used
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Fig. 4: Profits of the proportional (solid line), uniform (dashed line), most-used
(dotted line), and greedy (red line) investment strategies for various investment
values. Please note that the profit of the most-used strategy is outside of the
plotted vertical range for investment values 50 and above.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a model for cyber-insurance which incorporates
software-security investments. Based on this model, we have shown that the in-
surance provider’s decision-making involves computationally hard problems, and
we have proposed di↵erent heuristics for security investments. Using numerical
results, we have demonstrated that security investments can substantially de-
crease non-diversifiable risks and increase the profitability of cyber-insurance.
Our results show that the viability of the cyber-insurance market, which has been
growing very slowly, could be increased through software-security investments.
Even though this approach requires a paradigm shift for insurance providers, we
believe that they are strongly incentivized to take such a more proactive role.

Our proposal would have significant positive spillover e↵ects on home users
and other typically uninsured entities. In future work, we aim to quantify this
e↵ect and to also explore the viability of the approach in competitive insurance
markets when multiple insurers have to make decisions about which software
products to improve.
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Conclusion and Future Work

• Companies want to buy affordable insurance for cyber-risks, and 
insurers want to offer profitable insurance policies 
• non-diversifiable risks arising from software monocultures may result in 

prohibitively high safety capitals or insurance premiums


• Our results show that insurers may have the incentives to invest in 
software security and thereby reduce non-diversifiable risks 
• in contrast to other approaches which have gained limited traction (e.g., software 

liability, government involvement)


• Future work: 
• numerical evaluations based on real-world datasets


• modeling multiple, competitive insurance providers


• studying positive spillover effects for uninsured entities



Thank you for your attention! 

Questions? 


